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1 Introduction 
This document outlines guidelines for the NLP annotations and their representations to 
the SHARP 4 normalization target – the Clinical Element Models (CEMs). A document 
describing the annotation schema is:  

Task1.5.1_1.6.1_clinicalNEs_and_attributes_relations.doc 
 
The SHARP guidelines are consistent with the annotation guidelines developed under the 
ShARe project (Shared Annotated Resources, PIs: Elhadad, Chapman, Savova). The 
ShARe guidelines focus on annotating Disorders with attributes for Body Location, 
Temporal Expression, Negation Indicator, Uncertainty Indicator, Course, Severity, 
Subject, Conditional, Generic. The definitions/guidelines of these common for SHARP 
and ShARe attributes are the same. 
 
The guidelines are consistent with the THYME annotation guidelines (Temporal 
Histories of Your Medical Events, PIs: Palmer, Savova). 
 
Represented separately and not in the current document are: 

o Guidelines for the linguistic annotations (treebanking and propbanking) 
o Guidelines for coreference annotations 

These guidelines are accessible to the team members. Please, contact Martha Palmer 
and/or Guergana Savova. 

 

2 Over-arching Guidelines  
The goal of this annotation task is to find relevant clinical mentions and normalize them 
to Clinical Element Model (CEM)-based templates. Annotating clinical mentions consists 
of: 

1. identifying the span of text in the note that corresponds to the mention and 
mapping it to a UMLS CUI from the provided terminology (RxNORM for 
medications and SNOMED CT for everything else). The choice of the span of text 
and the corresponding CUI are tightly coupled as the decision for one affects the 
decision for the other. The CUI is the primary mechanism for instantiating a 
CEM. We do allow CUI-less annotations in some cases as indicated by the 
guidelines. 

2. within the sentence where the mention occurs, identifying additional information 
related to the mention, referred to as modifiers/attributes. Depending on the 
modifier, the goal is to identify a span of text for the modifier/attribute and 
normalize it by mapping it to either a CUI or a pre-determined set of choices. 
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2.1 The set of possible named entity mentions that can be 
annotated is defined by the SNOMED CT, RxNORM and 
UMLS. 

Each concept in SNOMED CT and RxNORM has a set of names. The named 
entity types that we are annotating are Diseases/Disorders, Signs/Symptoms, 
Procedures, Anatomical Sites, Medications, Method and Device. The definitions 
are in Table 1 of Bodenreider and McCray, 2003: 

http://semanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov/SemGroups/Papers/2003-medinfo-atm.pdf  

http://www.lhncbc.nlm.nih.gov/lhc/docs/published/2003/pub2003065.pdf

In our current annotation project, we rely on the SNOMED-CT and RXNorm 
terminology, part of the UMLS version 2011AA 

Diseases/Disorders consist of the following UMLS semantic types with SNOMED 
CT as the source: 

o Congenital Abnormality  
o Acquired Abnormality  
o Injury or Poisoning  
o Pathologic Function  
o Disease or Syndrome  
o Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction  
o Cell or Molecular Dysfunction  
o Experimental Model of Disease  
o Anatomical Abnormality  
o Neoplastic Process  

Example 

This is a gentleman who presents with colon cancer. 

The span “colon cancer” is a disorder mention. It corresponds to CUI C0007102 
(Preferred term: Malignant tumor of colon) in SNOMED-CT, which is under the 
semantic type “Neoplastic Process.” 
 

Sign/Symptom consist of the following UMLS semantic types with SNOMED CT as 
the source: 

o Sign or Symptom 
Example 

No chest pain.  

https://email.tch.harvard.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=15fd2ea3c7f643b9914a1ac6cd089e8c&URL=http%3a%2f%2fsemanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov%2fSemGroups%2fPapers%2f2003-medinfo-atm.pdf
http://www.lhncbc.nlm.nih.gov/lhc/docs/published/2003/pub2003065.pdf
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The span “chest pain” is a sign/symptom mention. It corresponds to CUI C0008031 
(Preferred term: Chest Pain) in SNOMED-CT, which is under the semantic type “Sign or 
Symptom.” 
 

Anatomical sites consist of the following UMLS semantic types: 

 

If there are multiple CUIs that can be assigned to an anatomical site mention, the 
precedence order is Organ Structure, Organ (if listed by itself), Entire Organ. 
Example 

No chest pain. 

The span “chest” is an anatomical site. It corresponds to CUI C0817096 (Preferred term: 
Chest) in SNOMED-CT, which is under the UMLS semantic type “Body part, Organ, or 
Organ Component” 

 

Medications/Drugs consist of the following UMLS semantic types with RxNORM as 
the source: 

 

 
Example 

Allergies: -- Nitrofurantoin 

The span “Nitrofurantoin” is a mention of type Medications/Drugs. It corresponds to CUI 
C0028156 (Preferrred term: Nitrofurantoin) in RxNORM, which is under the UMLS 
semantic type “Organic Chemical” and “Pharmacologic substance” 
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Procedures and Method consist of the following UMLS semantic types with 
SNOMED CT as the source: 

o Diagnostic procedure 
o Educational activity 
o Health care activity 
o Molecular biology research technique 
o Research activity 
o Therapeutic or preventive procedure 

Notice that Laboratory procedure is excluded here as we have now defined it as a 
separate type called Lab. 

Example 

Imaging: screening mammogram showed increasing calcifications right breast 

The span “screening mammogram” is a mention of semantic type Procedures and 
Method. It corresponds to CUI C0103028 (Preferred term: Screening mammography) in 
SNOMED CT which is under the UMLS semantic type “Therapeutic or Preventive 
Procedure” 
 
 

Device consist of the following UMLS semantic types with SNOMED CT as the source: 

 
Example 

Arterial line 

The span “Arterial line” is a Device. It corresponds to CUI C0003835 (Preferred term: 
Arterial Lines) in SNOMED CT which is under the UMLS semantic type Medical 
Device. 
 
 

Lab consist of the following UMLS semantic types with LOINC and SNOMED CT as 
the source: 

o Laboratory procedure 

Example 

LDL 50.0 

The span “LDL” is a Lab. It corresponds to CUI C1273378 (Preferred term: Calculated 
LDL cholesterol level) in SNOMED CT which is under the UMLS semantic type 
Laboratory Procedure. 
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The text covered by the span of an annotation should be a reasonable synonym to one of 
the names of the concept whose CUI is assigned to the annotation. Descriptions of 
disorders, signs/symptoms, procedures, etc. should not be annotated. That is, it may be 
possible to infer by reading the note that a patient has a very specific disorder even 
though it is never specifically mentioned. A concept should not be annotated unless it is 
specifically mentioned by name. Similarly, a single sentence may provide descriptive 
words that suggest a more specific disorder than what might correspond to any named 
disorder in the sentence. However, only spans of text that could reasonably correspond to 
a name or synonym of a concept can be used to determine which concept will be 
annotated. Only the most specific named entity may be annotated. 

Example 

Chief Complaint: left-sided facial droop 

The span “facial droop” is a Sign/Symptom mention. The lexical form is not part of 
SNOMED-CT, but can be mapped to CUI C0427055 (Preferred term: Facial Paresis) in 
SNOMED-CT.  

Example 

His face was weak. 

The disjoint span “face … weak” is a Sign/Symptom mention represented by a disjoint 
span. The lexical form is not part of SNOMED-CT, but it can be mapped to CUI 
C0427055 (Preferred term: Facial Paresis) as it is a reasonable synonym. 
 
The span of a mention can be disjoint. 

Example 

A tumor was found in the left ovary. 

The disjoint span “tumor … ovary” is a disorder mention. It corresponds to C0919267 
(preferred term: ovarian neoplasm). 
 

Example 

She had a Crohn flare with symptoms of bowel obstruction that typically resolves 
with rehydration.  Her current symptoms are reminiscent of this. 

The first sentence contains two relevant mentions (“Crohn” and “bowel obstruction”). 
There is no relevant mention in the second sentence: “this,” while referring to a disorder, 
is not a disorder mention.  Of note, “this” will be linked to its coreferring antecedent in 
the coreference annotation layer. 
 
Try your best to find a CUI for every mention. If it is impossible to find a CUI 
corresponding to the mention, one should fill in the CUI slot (associatedCode) with 
“CUI-less” as a last resort solution.  
 
Example 
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Atrial ectopy 

There is a disorder in the UMLS, but not in SNOMED-CT (similarly for ectopy). This 
should be annotated as a disorder, but the CUI slot (associatedCode in the schema) is 
filled in with “CUI-less”. 
 
Example 

Thick bronchial secretions 

While “bronchial secretions” is a body substance, “thick bronchial secretions” can be 
interpreted as a disorder. There is a no disorder in SNOMED-CT for “thick bronchial 
secretions”. This should be annotated as a disorder, but the CUI slot (associatedCode in 
the schema) is “CUI-less”. 
 

 

2.2 Annotate all mentions of the relevant semantic types and 
sources in each note. 

From a retrieval perspective, it may not make sense to annotate every mention because 
they may not be relevant to the patient. However, we want examples of mentions that are 
relevant and not relevant as this will help us train our NLP systems. Mentions that are not 
relevant to the patient will be marked as such through the subject attribute.  

 

2.3 Identify and annotate mentions of the most specific 
concepts of a given semantic type that are named by some 
span of text. 

 
Only the most specific named entity mention may be annotated.  

Example 

The patient has a small bowel obstruction. 

The sentence contains only one disorder mention, “small bowel obstruction.” It 
corresponds to CUI C0235329 (preferred term:  Small bowel obstruction). Only one 
disorder mention is annotated, even though there are sub-spans of text corresponding to 
other disorders: the span “obstruction” can be mapped to CUI C0028778 (preferred term: 
Obstruction), and the span “bowel obstruction” can be mapped to CUI C0021843 
(preferred term: Intestinal Obstruction). Because “small bowel obstruction” is more 
specific than “bowel obstruction” and “obstruction,” it is the disorder chosen for this 
annotation. However, “small bowel’ should be annotated as it of a different semantic type 
(anatomical site). 
Example 
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The patient was found to have left lower extremity DVT. 

The sentence contains only one disorder mention, “lower extremity DVT.” It corresponds 
to CUI C0340708 (preferred term: Deep vein thrombosis of lower limb). The span 
“DVT” can be mapped to CUI C0149871 (preferred term: Deep Vein Thrombosis), but is 
not annotated because it is part of a more specific disorder in the sentence. However, 
“lower extremity” should be annotated as it is of a different semantic type (anatomical 
site). 

Example 

The patient has severe pre-eclampsia. 

The sentence contains only one disorder mention, “severe pre-eclempsia.” It corresponds 
to CUI C0341950 (preferred term: Severe pre-eclampsia). The sub-span “pre-eclampsia” 
can be mapped to CUI C0032914 (preferred term: Pre-eclampsia) but is not annotated as 
it is more general. 

Example 

The patient has chronic gingivitis. 

The sentence contains only one disorder mention, “chronic gingivitis.” It corresponds to 
CUI C0008684 (preferred term: chronic gingivitis). The sub-span “gingivitis” can be 
mapped to CUI C0017574 (preferred term: gingivitis) but is not annotated as it is more 
general. 
 

2.4 There should be only one annotation per mentioned entity 
per semantic type/group 

In many circumstances there will be an entity mention that is difficult to match exactly 
with a single concept. It may be tempting to annotate the same entity with different CUIs 
and slightly different spans so that the mention is completely described by the set of 
annotated CUIs. However, you may only annotate a mention with a single annotation and 
one CUI. The challenge is to choose the best CUI for the mention and the span that best 
corresponds to that CUI. Here is a hypothetical example with hypothetical CUIs:  

      sacral insufficiency fracture 

 
The hypothetically available CUIs correspond to the following terms which belong to the 
same semantic group (Diseases/Disorders):  

 sacral fracture  
 insufficiency fracture  

 
It is not acceptable to create two annotations of Disease/Disorder, one corresponding to 
'sacral ... fracture' and another corresponding to 'insufficiency fracture'. It is up to you to 
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choose the CUI that is most important. However, in this case we can say that anatomical 
modifiers are second class citizens to other descriptive modifiers such as 'insufficiency' 
(=anatomical modifiers will be annotated as body_location attributes) and thus the second 
CUI corresponding to 'insufficiency fracture' should be annotated. 
 

3 Entity attributes annotation guidelines 
 
The annotation of the attributes related to a given mention is limited to the sentence 
where the mention occurs. Do not associate a modifier with a given entity mention if it is 
conveyed in a different sentence from the entity mention. (This guideline stems from the 
scope of the project. Cross-sentence relations might exist, but are ignored for now.). The 
modifiers should be explicitly stated, do not use inference! 

 

Example 

The patient came in with swelling of the eyelid. It progressed to the whole eye. 

In the first sentence, the Sign/Symptom mention “swelling of the eyelid” is annotated 
with the corresponding CUI C0560024. The span “of the eyelid” is also annotated as a 
“Body Location” modifier. However, the span “to the whole eye” is not associated with 
the “swelling” in the template because it is mentioned in a different sentence than the 
disorder. “the whole eye” is annotated as an anatomical site, but not associated with “the 
swelling”. 
 
Some of the classes/attributes have default values, which, if the attribute is not marked, 
will be assumed. You do not have to annotate any of these default values. This is a list of 
those default values: 
 

Class Default value 
Negation_indicator_class Negation_absent 
Uncertainty_indicator_class Indicator_absent 
Subject Patient 
Severity_class Unmarked 
Body_side_class Unmarked 
Superior_or_inferior Unmarked 
Medial_or_lateral Unmarked 
Distal_or_proximal Unmarked 
Dorsal_or_ventral Unmarked 
Course_class Unmarked 
Generic_class false 
Conditional_class False 
HistoryOf_indicator historyOf_absent 
 
Default values will be added as a post-processing step. 
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When Generic class is set to TRUE, the Subject value will be assumed NULL. 
 

3.1 General attributes 
This section focuses on how to annotate the spans of the attributes that will be then used 
to populate the templates described in Section 7. 

3.1.1 Body_side_class 
CEM value set: left, right, bilateral, unmarked 

 

Example: 

Right breast 

The mention “right breast” has a body_side associated with “right” and normalized to 
“right”. 

 

The default is UNMARKED. 

 

3.1.2 Conditional_class 
Definition: The Conditional modifier refers to mentions, which could exist under certain 
circumstances. It points to a conditional use of a medical concept usually represented by 
if-then sentences or future events, eg "if pain is reported, then...". The mentions are 
conditional because the event depends on some condition or is in the future, thus subject 
may never experience the event, does not currently have it, and may never have it. 

Values: True, False (default) 

 
Example 

The patient should come back to the ED if any rash occurs. 

The mention “rash” has a Conditional modifier associated with “if” with the value 
“True”. 
 

Example 

if she does have a recurrence particularly in that breast it could be invasive 
cancer requiring more extensive treatment/surgery 

The mentions “recurrence…breast”, “cancer”, “treatment’ and “surgery’ have a 
Conditional modifier associated with ‘if” with the value True. 
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Example 

The patient should return to the ED immediately for any numbness. 

The mention “numbness” has a Conditional modifier associated with “should return” 
with value “True”. 
 
Future events are also annotated with a Conditional modifier set to True: 
 

Example 

Patient is scheduled for colonoscopy 

The mention “colonoscopy” has a conditional modifier set to True with a span “is 
scheduled”. 
 
By default a mention has no Conditional modifier associated with it. Its interpretation is 
that it is not conditional. 

 

3.1.3 Course_class 
CEM definition: An indication of progress or decline of a condition. This modifier refers 
to the development or alteration of a disorder mention. 

Values: unmarked, changed, increased, decreased, improved, worsened, resolved 

 
Example 

screening mammogram showed increasing calcifications right breast 

 

“Increasing” is a course_class modifier. Its normalized form is “increased” 

 

Example: 

The patient had the tumor removed. 

“removed” is the span for the course_class, normalization value is CHANGED. 

Disease/Disorder: tumor (CUI for “tumor”) 

HistoryOf_indicator: historyOf_indicator_present (span for “had”) 

Negation_indicator: negation_indicator_absent 

Course: degree_of (tumor, CHANGED (span for “removed”)) 

 

Example 
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The cough worsened over the next two days. 

The mention “cough” has a Course modifier associated with the span “worsened” and 
mapped to “worsened” 

 

3.1.4 Distal_or_proximal 
CEM definition: The proximity of the location in anatomical terms (distal or proximal). 
This is finer-grained to allow combinations of values. 

Values: distal, proximal, unmarked 

Example:  Left lower extremity edema 

Disease/Disorder: lower extremity edema (CUI for “lower extremity edema”) 

Anatomical_site: left lower extremity 

Body_side_class: “left” 

Distal_or_proximal: Distal (span for “lower”) 

 

Example:  The patient had an upper endoscopy. 

Procedure:  endoscopy (CUI for “endoscopy”) 

Distal_or_proximal: Proximal (span for “upper”) 

3.1.5 Dorsal_or_ventral 
CEM definition: The proximity of the location in anatomical terms (dorsal or ventral). 
This is finer-grained to allow combinations of values. 

Values: dorsal, ventral, unmarked 

 

3.1.6 Generic_class 
Definition: refers to mentions, which are generic, i.e., not related to the instance of a 
disorder, sign/symptom, etc. Such mentions usually refer to an entire class rather than a 
specific instance of the class. An example from general English is “Apples are fruit” 
where “apples” do not point to a specific apple, but rather to the whole class. Similar 
example is “Cancers are diseases”. In cases like that, one cannot usually associate an 
experiencer with the mention or the event. Mentioned as part of a general statement with 
no clear subject/experiencer. 
 
Values: True, False (default) 
 

The patient was referred to the Lupus clinic. 
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The disorder “lupus” has a Generic modifier associated with “clinic” with the value 
“True.” In this sentence, “lupus” does not refer to any specific instance associated with a 
given subject. 
 

Unenhanced and enhanced aortic dissection protocol 

The mention “aortic dissection’ has a Generic modifier associated with “protocol’ with 
the value of “True”. This example is similar to the “Lupus clinic”.  
 

Example 

Pt worked as an xray tech 

In this example, the mention “xray” has a generic modifier associated with “xray tech’. 
This example is similar to the “Lupus clinic”. 
 
The generic_class is set to true in cases where the clinical event is in the context of 
discussions where the mention does not have an explicit subject and refers to the entire 
semantic class, eg  

We discussed increased risk of breast cancer 

The disorder “breast cancer” has a Generic modifier associated with “discussed” with the 
value of “True”. Here the discussion is concerned with the general concept of “breast 
cancer” and “increased risk of breast cancer”, neither of which can be attributed to the 
patient using the context of this sentence only. Inferencing and pragmatics should not be 
used to determine the generic status of a mention. 
Example 

We discussed possible increased risk of recurrence locally without radiation. 

The mention “recurrence” has a Generic modifier associated with “discussed”. Same is 
true for “radiation”. 
 

Example 

We also discuss pros and cons of tamoxifen  

The mention “tamoxifen” has a Generic modifier associated with “discuss”.  
 

Example 

Patient is concerned about radiation exposure 

The mention “radiation exposure” has a Generic modifier associated with ‘concerned”.  
 

Example 
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She also understands that mammogram might not always pick up 
microcalcifications 

The mention “mammogram” has a Generic modifier associated with “understands”. 
 
By default an entity mention has no Generic modifier associated with it. Its interpretation 
is that it is not generic. 

Not generic if related to patient 

Xk. Efz Takmaz is also concerned about another neurologic component to the 
problem but indicates that Celexa seems to be the best treatment at this point in 
time 

That is, it would be quite unusual for a single dose of Celexa to cause this 
significant a change in Hk. Snzwak'o condition 

 

Post-coordinated terms (those that are part of a larger term) are typically generic 

Stress test 

Domestic abuse questions were asked 

Generic if it is part of a statement that is true regardless of the situation 

E. coli is sensitive to Cipro but enterococcus is not 

 

3.1.7 historyOf_indicator_class 
Definition: An indication of explicit mentioning of a past history. The indicator captures 
only very explicit mentions of historicity, such as "history of cancer" "past medical 
history: cancer", “hx of”, “past”. These are historicity indicators not expressed through 
TLINKs. 
Values: historyOf_present, historyOf_absent (default) 
 
Example: 

PMH: HYPERLIPIDEMIA 

The mention “hyperlipidemia” has a HistoryOf_indicator_class associated with “PMH” 
with the value set to historyOf_present. 
 

Example:  
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No significant history of cancer 

The mention “cancer” has a HistoryOf_indicator_class associated with “history of” with 
the value set to historyOf_present. 
 
 

3.1.8 Medial_or_lateral 
CEM definition: The proximity of the location in anatomical terms (medial or lateral). 
This is finer-grained to allow combinations of values. 

Values: medial, lateral, unmarked 

 

3.1.9 Negation_indicator_class 
Definition: Used to indicate that a procedure or assertion did not occur or does not exist. 
It an indicator, so valid values are negation_absent and negation_present. 
negation_present means the observation is explicitly negated. This modifier refers to 
whether the presence of a disorder, sign/symptom, etc. was negated. 

Values: negation_absent (default), negation_present 

 

Example 

She had no fever yesterday. 

The mention “fever” has a Negation Indicator associated with the span “no”. 
 
Example 

Patient denies fever. 

The mention “fever” has a Negated modifier associated with the span “denies”. 
 
Example 

The patient has not noticed any numbness. 

The mention “numbness” has a Negated modifier associated with the span “not noticed 
any”. 
 
By default, a modifier has no Negation Indicator. That is, the modifier is left un-
annotated.  
 
The default interpretation is that a mention is not negated. That is, the Negation Indicator 
is annotated only when there is evidence of negation of the entity mention. Explicit 
evidence for presence of a mention is left un-annotated, because it is the default 
interpretation. 
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Example 

The patient presents with SOB. 

There is no Negated modifier associated with the mention “SOB”. 
 
Example 

She denies any symptoms of aseptic meningitis including vomiting and headache. 

where “denies” applied to ‘symptoms’ and by implication to “aseptic meningitis’. The 
mentions “symptoms of aseptic meningitis”, “vomiting” and “headache” get a value of 
negation_present. 
 

3.1.10 Severity_class 
CEM definition: An indication of the seriousness of a condition. The relative intensity of 
a process or the relative intensity or amount of a quality or attribute. It indicates explicitly 
marked severity. 

Values: severe, moderate, slight, unmarked 

 
The Severity modifier refers to the degree of severity the clinical condition is evaluated to 
be. 
 
Example 

He noted a slight painful sensation. 

The mention “painful sensation” has a Severity modifier associated with the span “slight” 
and mapped to “Slight”. 
 
By default, an entity mention has no Severity modifier associated with it. It is interpreted 
as “unmarked”. 
 
A span of text can be mapped to four types of Severity: unmarked, slight, moderate, and 
severe. 
 

Patient presents with mild sleep apnea. 

The disorder “sleep apnea” has a Severity modifier associated with the span “mild” and 
mapped to “Moderate”. 
 

acute airway obstruction. 

The disorder “airway obstruction” has a Severity modifier associated with the span 
“acute” and mapped to “Severe”. 
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The severity can overlap with or be part of the mention 

The span of the severity can be outside, overlapping with, or inside the span of the entity 
mention. 

The patient presented with severe pre-eclempsia 

The disorder “severe pre-eclempsia” has the modifier Severity associated with the span 
“severe” and mapped to “Severe”. 
 

The severity should be explicit 

If inference is required to determine the severity of an entity mention, then no Severity 
modifier should be annotated.  

The patient presented with tiny gallstones. 

The disorder “gallstones” has no Severity modifier. The word “tiny” is a qualitative 
modifier, and mapping it to a severity would require medical inference. 
 

3.1.11 Subject 
Definition: The person the observation is on. This modifier refers to the entity 
experiencing the disorder. 
Values: Patient, Family_Member, Donor_Family_Member, Donor_Other, and Other. 
 
The Subject modifier is part of the UMLS entities templates and takes an instance of a 
Person Entity. 
 

The patient has a fever. 

The mention “fever” has an associated Subject modifier “the patient” set to “patient”. 
 
There are five possible values for Subject:  Patient, Family_Member, 
Donor_Family_Member, Donor_Other, and Other. 

 

The patient’s son has schizophrenia. 

The disorder “schizophrenia” has a Subject modifier associated with “son” and value 
“Family_Member”. 
 
More examples: 
“Patient” (besides the obvious) includes the recipient of something like a transplant 

 Pt received allogeneic transplant. (subject = PATIENT, span for “Pt”) 
 

“Family member” value may be used for general references to family 

Comment [Guergana1]: Jan 24, 
2012: considering adding null. In the 
process of estimating the effects.
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 Family history of xyz (subject = FAMILY_MEMBER, span for “Family”) 
 

 “Donor family member” should be clearly marked as a donor and as relative of the 
patient 

 Her brother John donated bone marrow for her transplant. (subject = 
DONOR_FAMILY_MEMBER, span for “Her brother John”) 

 
“Donor other” is a donor that is not a relative of (or has unclear relationship to) the 
patient 

 Mrs. Smith, donated bone marrow for her transplant. (subject = 
DONOR_OTHER, span for “Mrs. Smith”) 

 
“Other” value for references to non-immediate or unclear family relationships 

 Family History: ... Other Mother   Comment: A Fib. , divertics 
 
“null” – Leave mentions with no clear subject to have a “null” value (consider Generic 
attribute) 

 Discussed implications of persistent pharyngitis and will discuss further if 
mono test is positive 

 
Departments or specialists themselves have subjects labeled as “other” 

 Cardiology was consulted. 
 
There should still have a defined subject if a mention is conditional (here: “Patient”) 

The patient should not run up the stairs to avoid shortness of breath. 

 

The SUBJECT modifier can be related to Anatomical sites. 

Example 

Father had lung cancer 

There are two mentions of interest here “lung cancer” and “lung”. Both have SUBJECT 
as “father” normalized to family_member. 

 

3.1.12 Superior_or_inferior 
CEM definition: The proximity of the location in anatomical terms (superior or inferior). 
This is finer-grained to allow combinations of values. 

Values: superior, inferior, unmarked 

 

Comment [Guergana2]: Jan 24, 
2012: this is in discussion 
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Patient had an inferior wall myocardial infarction. 

“inferior” is a superior_or_inferior indicator and is normalized to “inferior” 

3.1.13 Uncertainty_indicator_class 
Definition: An introduction of a measure of doubt into a statement. This modifier refers 
to the uncertainty associated with the mention. It only refers to explicit mentions of 
uncertainty, and does not involve any pragmatics-level reasoning. 

Values: indicator_present, indicator_absent (default)  

 

The patient presents for the evaluation of MI. 

The disorder “MI” has an uncertainty indication, as evidenced by the span “evaluation 
of”.  
 

There certainly has been no pain. 

The Sign/Symptom mention “pain” has no Uncertainty Indicator associated with it.  
 

Patient reported history of pain. 

The Sign/Symptom mention “pain” has no Uncertainty Indicator associated with it.  
 

There certainly has been no pain. 

The Sign/Symptom mention “pain” has no Uncertainty Indicator associated with it.  
 

By default, a mention has no uncertainty indicated associated with it. 

If an entity is mentioned in the Chief Complaint or the HPI section of a note, but there is 
no explicit mention of certainty in the sentence where the disorder is mentioned, the 
Uncertainty Indicator should be left unmarked. Reason: The inference about whether 
“history of present illness” is information reported by patient, and whether it is to be 
trusted is outside the scope of annotating an entity mention and its uncertainty.  
 

CC: left facial droop 

The Sign/Symptom mention “facial disorder” has no Uncertainty Indicator associated 
with it. “CC” is not a span related to uncertainty. 
 

Patient denies fever. 

The mention “fever” has no Uncertainty Indicator associated with it. “denies” is not a 
span related to uncertainty (it is annotated as a Negation Indicator) because no inference 
is made about trusting the patient or not. 
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The symptoms are not inconsistent with renal failure 

The disorder “renal failure” has an Uncertainty indicator associated with “not 
inconsistent with”. 
 

3.2 Lab-related attributes 

3.2.1 Value number 
This is the value number associated with Value 
 
Example: 300 units 
Value number is 300. 

3.2.2 Value unit 
This is the value unit associated with Value 
 
Example: 300 units 
Value unit is units. 
 

3.2.3 Value 
CEM definition: Lab Value 
It has a span. 

3.2.4 Abnormal_interpretation_indicator (DEPRECATED) 
CEM definition: The interpretation of an abnormal test result. 
 
Example: RBC: 3.83 (Normal Range = 36 to 48): Out of Range 
               “Out of Range” is the abnormal interpretation indicator 

3.2.5 Ordinal_interpretation_indicator (DEPRECATED) 
CEM definition: Test result interpretations organized in a valued list e.g., "rare cells 
seen" or "few cells seen" in urinalysis 
 
Example: Kidney function tests were normal 
                “normal” is the ordinal interpretation indicator 
 

3.2.6 Lab_interpretation_indicator 
CEM definition: the interpretation of test results. 
 
Example: RBC: 3.83 (Normal Range = 36 to 48): Out of Range 
               “Out of Range” is the lab interpretation indicator mapped to abnormal 
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Example: Kidney function tests were normal 
                “normal” is the lab interpretation indicator mapped to normal 
 
 

3.2.7 Delta_flag_indicator 
CEM definition: An indicator to warn that the laboratory test result has changed 
significantly from the previous identical laboratory test result. 
 
Example: CRP has normalized to 1.6 mg per liter (down from 19.2) 
     “down from 19.2’ is the delta flag indicator 

3.2.8 Reference_range 
CEM definition: Holds a narrative (i.e. string) reference range 
 
Example: RBC: 3.83 (Normal Range = 36 to 48): Out of Range 
                 “Normal Range = 36 to 48” is the reference range 
 

3.2.9 Estimated_flag_indicator 
Signals that the lab value was estimated 
 
EX: GFR (estimated): 81.  
        Value will be set to True with a span for “estimated” 
 
True means that there is an indicator signalling that there was an estimation of the value, 
eg "estimated" in the above example. 
False is when there is no such indicator. 
 

3.3  Medication-related attributes 
There is a detailed companion guidelines document for the annotation of Medications. 
See AnnotationGuidelines_Drugs_and_DrugAttributes.doc. This document is available to 
the group. Please, contact Guergana Savova. 

3.3.1 Date 
Date associated with the medication 

 

3.3.2 Strength number 
Value indicating strength of an ingredient, eg “5” in “5 mg tablet” 
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3.3.3 Strength unit 
The unit indicating the strength of an ingredient, eg eg “mg” in “5 mg tablet” 

 

3.3.4 Strength 
CEM definition: The strength of the ingredient. 

 

cTAKES definition: Strength indicates the strength number and unit of the prescribed 
drug.  E.g. "Patient should take one 5 mg tablet by mouth twice-a-day for 2 weeks.” 

 

3.3.5 Dosage 
Dosage refers to how many of each drug the patient is taking, eg “2 daily” dosage is “2” 

 

3.3.6 Frequency number 
The number indicating the frequency, eg “1” in “1 q.d.” and “6” in “every six hours” 

 

3.3.7 Frequency unit 
The unit indicating the frequency, eg “q.d.” in “1 q.d.” 

 

3.3.8 Frequency 
CEM definition: Specific named Frequency; e.g., BID, TID, etc. 

 

3.3.9 Duration 
Duration refers to how long the patient is expected to take the drug. 

 

3.3.10 Route 
CEM definition: Route or method of this orderable, e.g. IV, oral, chew, etc. 

 

3.3.11 Form 
CEM definition: Form of this orderable item.  It is a coded data. E.g. tablet, capsule, 
liquid, etc. 
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3.3.12 Status change 
cTAKES definition: Status refers to the whether the medication is currently being taken 
or not.(started, discontinued, increased, decreased, no change). We are annotating against 
this definition. 

CEM definition: Status: The values of status are from ERTH status domain. Includes 
"active", "inactive", "hold", and "incomplete". 

 

3.3.13 Allergy_indicator_class 
Indication of whether the medication is mentioned in the context of Allergies. 
Values: indicator_present, indicator_absent 
 
Example: 
Allergies: -- Nitrofurantoin 
 
The Medication mention “Nitrofurantoin” will have an allergy_indicator_class set to 
indicator_present with a span “Allergies” 
 

3.4  Method class 
CEM definition: The way or the equipment used to give or administration something 
(medication, test). More qualifying information on how the procedure was done. 

 

The value set is the Procedures semantic group (Bodenrieder and McCray, 2003) pruned 
by SNOMED CT source. 

 

Forcepts delivery of a healthy baby boy. 

 
Where “forcepts” is a method_class. SNOMED definition is “The method referring to the 
delivery of a fetus through the vaginal canal with assistance of obstetrical forepts. 

 

3.5  Device class 
Corresponds to the UMLS Devices semantic group: medical device and research device 
(Bodenrieder and McCray, 2003) pruned by SNOMED CT source.  

 

Example: arterial line has a Medical Device semantic type. More qualifying information 
on how the procedure was done. 

 

Comment [Guergana3]: ??
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3.6  UMLS relations 
The initial UMLS relations guidelines were developed under the MiPACQ grant (Multi-
source platform for answering clinical questions). The difference between the MiPACQ 
and SHARPn relation annotations is that we are limiting the relations to only a subset. 
Relations not included in the subset are not to be annotated. 

All relations should be contained within the same sentence. Note: we are not annotating 
inferred annotations for this project. Do not annotate any inferred relations unless 
specifically authorized to do so. Inference is defined as any conclusion that you reach 
based on your domain or world background knowledge and that you cannot deduce solely 
from the structure of the sentence, e.g. the arguments to a verb, trigger words, etc.  

The arguments of the UMLS relations are gold standard named entity mentions. You are 
to annotate relations ONLY between the existing entity mentions. You are not allowed to 
change, remove, add to, etc. the provided entity mentions. 

3.7 Terms  

• argument  
o In an English sentence, the word or phrase to the left of the UMLS relation 

title is considered the argument. So, “amoxicillin” in “Amoxicillin treats 
bacterial disease” is an argument.  

• related_to  
o In an English sentence, the word or phrase to the right of the UMLS 

relation title is considered the related_to argument. So, “bacterial disease” 
in “Amoxicillin treats bacterial disease” is a related_to argument.  

 

4 Types of UMLS relations 

4.1 Affects 
Affects – Produces a direct affect on.  Implied here is the altering or influencing of an 
existing condition, state, situation or entity. 
 
EX: Drug X sedates a child with Downs Syndrome 
 Drug X affects  a child with Downs Syndrome 
 

4.2 causes/brings_about 

Brings about a condition or an effect. Implied here is that an agent, such as, for example, 
a pharmacologic substance or an organism, has brought about the effect. This includes 
"induces," "effects," "evokes," and "etiology." Acts on or influences an entity. Brings 
forth, generates or creates. This includes "yields," "secretes," "emits," "biosynthesizes," 
"generates," "releases," "discharges," and "creates."  
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Canonically, the UMLS has a three way distinction between brings_about, causes and 
produces, but the difference between them is very slight, even using the UMLS 
guidelines. So, for these projects, we’ve merged those three subcategories into 
causes/brings_about. This relation is used to express any flavor of causation you can 
think of.  

EX: Also, lidocaine products reportedly give her an altered mental status.  

[lidocaine] causes/brings_about [altered mental status]  

 

4.3 Complicates/ Disrupts 
 
Complicates – Causes to become more severe or complex or results in adverse effects. 
Disrupts – Alters or influences an already existing condition, state or situation.  Produces 
a negative effect on. 
Once again, these concepts are canonically separated in the UMLS, but there was little to 
differentiate the two in most cases, so, in this annotation schema, anything falling under 
the bounds of either will be marked with one relation type, "complicates/disrupts". 
 
EX: Cystoscopy was complicated by moderate hematuria. 
 (hematuria) complicates/disrupts (cystoscopy) 
 
 

4.4 Contraindicates 
To make something inadvisable or to negate the benefits of a possible treatment. If the 
presence of A makes B inadvisable, A contraindicates B.  

This relation was created for our instance of the schema because there was no other good 
way to express this relation. Note that it is not the same as "does not indicate" (which 
would be represented by a negated "indicates" relation).  

EX: "Ondansetron Oral Solution, USP is contraindicated for patients known to have 
hypersensitivity to the drug."  
[hypersensitivity to the drug] contraindicates [Ondansetron Oral Solution, USP]  

"Women who are pregnant or may become pregnant may not take these medications." 
[pregnant] contraindicates [these medications]  

 

4.5 Degree of 
Degree of – The relative intensity of a process or the relative intensity or amount of a 
quality or attribute. degree_of should be used primarily when entities are graded on a 
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scale or in a quantitative-like manner. This includes "mild," "severe," "moderate," 
"increased," "decreased," and other such words. 
 
The severity modifier populates the Related To argument. 
 
EX: Patient stated decreased neuropathic pain 
 (decreased) degree_of neuropathic pain 
             Argument: neuropathic pain 
              Related to: decreased 
 
EX: Kidney function tests were normal 
        (normal) degree_of kidney function tests 
         Argument: kidney function tests 
          Related to: normal 
 
 

4.6 Diagnoses 

Distinguishes or identifies the nature or characteristics of.  

EX: An abdominal CT revealed a 2 cm solid enhancing mass , most certainly a renal cell 
carcinoma , new since CT done in 8/11.  
[abdominal CT] diagnoses [renal cell carcinoma]  

 

4.7 Indicates 

Gives evidence for the presence at some time of an entity or process.  

EX: Labs demonstrate normal electrolytes and creatinine.  
[labs] indicate [normal electrolytes and creatinine]  

Skin rash most characteristic of a dermatitis and asteatitis.  
[skin rash] indicates [dermatitis] 
[skin rash] indicates [asteatitis]  

4.8 Is_indicated_for 
 
"is_indicated_for" marks a relationship of a clinical best practice or of prudent treatment, 
usually between a treatment (of any kind) and a disorder.  Marking a treatment as 
"is_indicated_for" a disorder states that not only might the treatment be effective, but it's 
a known clinical best practice for it to be used for that disorder.  This relation can also be 
used with diagnostic procedures and symptoms, for instance, the relationship between 
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"concussion" and "CT scan" in the sentence "Because she suffered a concussion, a CT 
scan of the head is prudent, and was accordingly performed". 

EX: Antibiotics are indicated for bacterial infections.  
       [antibiotics] is_indicated_for [bacterial infections]  

 

4.9 Location of 
Location of – The position, site or region of an entity or the site of a process 
 
EX: The patient has gout in the olecranon bursa 
 (olecranon bursa) location_of (gout) 
 
The span of the Body Location can be outside, overlapping with, or inside the span of the 
mentioned entity. 

Example 

He was admitted with right leg swelling. 

(right leg) location_of (leg swelling) 
 

Example 

Diagnosed with breast cancer 

(breast) location_of (breast cancer) 

A mention can have several Body Locations associated with it. 
Example 

The patient had a skin tumor removed from behind his left ear. 

 
(skin) location_of (skin tumor) 
(his left ear) location_of (skin tumor) 
 

4.10 Manages/treats 
Manages – Applies a remedy with the object of effecting a cure or managing a condition. 
Treats – Applies a remedy with the object of affecting a cure or managing a condition. 
 
Once again here, two relations from the UMLS ("manages" and "treats") were collapsed 
due to their closeness of meaning.   
 
EX: Milk of Magnesia 30 cc p.o. q.h.s. p.r.n. constipation 
 (Milk of Magnesia) manages_treats (constipation) 
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EX: Endoscopy showed an angiodysplasia of the duodenum that was treated with 

bipolar electrocoagulation 
 (bipolar electrocoagulation) manages_treats (angiodysplasia) 
 

4.11 Manifestation of 
Manifestation of – That part of a phenomenon which is directly observable or concretely 
or visibly expressed or which gives evidence to the underlying process.  This includes 
expression of, display of and exhibition of. 
 
EX: CT revealed a 2 cm solid enhancing mass, most certainly a renal cell carcinoma 
 (2 cm solid enhancing mass) manifestation_of (renal cell carcinoma) 
 

4.12 Prevents 
Prevents – Stops, hinders or eliminates an action or condition. 
 
EX: Post excision of her tumor (with negative margins) the patient elected to undergo 

hysterectomy to prevent any recurrence of her uterine cancer. 
 (hysterectomy) prevents (recurrence …. uterine cancer) 
 

4.13 Result_of 
 
Result_of - The condition, product, or state occurring as a consequence, effect, or 
conclusion of an activity or process. This includes product of, effect of, sequel of, 
outcome of, culmination of, and completion of. 
 
EX: Rheumatoid factor at 300 + units  
       (rheumatoid factor) result_of (300+ units) 
 
 

5 UMLS Relation Attributes 

5.1.1 Conditional is an instance of Conditional_class (aka Hypothetical 
and Future in MiPACQ) 

Definition: conditional use of a medical concept, eg "if pain is reported, then..." 

Values: True, False (default) 

The Conditional attribute takes a Conditional_class instance. It signals hypothetical 
relations that are within a hypothetical or conditional construction, wherein the reality of 
the relation is conditional on something else happening. Hypothetical relations will often 
follow “if” statements (“If X happens, then we’ll use Y to treat Z”) or other sorts of 
conditionals (“Depending on the patient’s response, we might treat A with B or with C”). 
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This also includes relations that are scheduled, planned, or predicted to occur in the 
future. The conditional indicators are to be spanned. 

Example: 

If the patient's tumor returns, we can continue treating it with Oxaliplatin.  

[Oxaliplatin] manages/treats (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “if”) [tumor]  

Hopefully, the tumor will shrink with the FOLFOX, and this will not be an issue.  

[FOLFOX] interacts_with (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “will shrink”) [tumor]  

Depending on the response, we could either consider radiation with 5-FU, continuation of 
FOLFOX, or possible surgery depending on tumor response.  

[radiation with 5-FU] (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “consider”) manages/treats 
[tumor] 
[FOLFOX] manages/treats (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “consider”) [tumor] 
[surgery] manages/treats (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “consider”) [tumor]  

He does have some concerns that the rectal mass may grow and cause obstructive 
symptoms.  

[rectal mass] (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “concerns”) causes/brings_about 
[obstructive symptoms]  

We will plan to proceed with surgery next week to remove the tumor.  

[surgery] manages/treats (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “will plan”) [tumor]  

The plan is to treat the mass with this regimen for two months which would be a total of 
four cycles and reassess with a CT scan at that time.  

[regimen] manages/treats (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “the plan”) [tumor] 
[CT scan] assesses_effect_of (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “the plan”) [regimen]  

Once the patient is cleared by her cardiologist, we will treat the tumor with oxaliplatin at 
85 mg/m2.  

[Oxaliplatin] manages/treats (conditional_class=TRUE; span for “will treat”) [tumor]  
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5.1.2 Negation_indicator is an instance of Negation_indicator_class 
(aka Negation in MiPACQ) 

Definition: Used to indicate that a procedure or assertion did not occur or does not exist. 
It an indicator, so valid value are negation_absent and negation_present. negation_present 
means the relation is explicitly negated. 
Values: negation_absent (default), negation_present 

Relations can be negated using the “Negation_indicator” option, so if the sentence is 
something like “Vitamins don’t interact with birth control”, you would make an 
“interacts_with” annotation between vitamins and birth control, and then mark that 
relation as with negation_present with a span for “don’t”. The negation indicators are 
to be spanned. 

If, on the other hand, the negation applies to the named entity, e.g. “Vitamins interact 
with no birth control”, then the relation interact_with will have a negation_indicator set to 
negation_absent, but "birth control" will have negation_present. More examples are 
shown below:  

Sentence  UMLS Relation  
"Extremities show no edema."  [extremities] location_of [edema] (negated)  
"Extremities do not show edema." [extremities] location_of (negated) [edema]  
"No extremities show edema."  [extremities] (negated) location_of [edema]  
"No extremities show no edema."  [extremities] (negated) location_of [edema] (negated) 
 
 

5.1.3 Uncertainty_indicator is an instance of 
Uncertainty_indicator_class (aka Hedged in MiPACQ) 

Definition: An introduction of a measure of doubt into a statement. This modifier refers 
to the uncertainty associated with relation. It only refers to explicit mentions of 
uncertainty, and does not involve any pragmatics-level reasoning.  

Values: indicator_present, indicator_absent (default) 

Relations are marked as Uncertainty indicator_present which fills the 
Uncertainty_indicator attribute when the doctor mentions a given relation alongside any 
sort of hedging. This hedging can be lexical (“seems”, “likely”, “suspicious”, “possible”, 
“consistent with”), or phrasal (“I suspect that...”, “It would seem likely that”). These 
indicators are to be spanned. These relations are strongly implied, but, for safety, 
liability, or due to lack of comprehensive evidence, are not stated as fact by the doctor.  

Examples:  

The patient does have some baseline thrombocytopenia which I suspect is due to his 
underlying liver cirrhosis.  
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[liver cirrhosis] causes/brings_about (uncertainty_present; span “I suspect”) 
[thrombocytopenia]  

Ultrasound findings were felt to be consistent with a T3, N1 rectal tumor.  

[ultrasound findings] indicates (uncertainty_present; span “to be consistent”) [T3, N1 
rectal tumor]  

He is also aware of the two pulmonary nodules as well as the lesion in the liver which do 
have increased uptake on a PET scan, and he understands that this is concerning for 
metastatic disease.  

[lesion in the liver] (uncertainty_present; span “this is concerning for”) indicates 
[metastatic disease]  

 

6 ISO TimeML 
Annotations for temporal relations follow the THYME guidelines (Temporal Histories of 
Your Medical Events) and ISO TimeML. These are provided separately. 

 

7 Templates 
Each template is anchored by an entity mention with a semantic type (Bodenrieder and 
McCray, 2003 groupings). The additional subsetting is by SNOMED CT and RxNORM 
sources. 
 
Bodenrieder, Olivier and McCray, Alexa. 2003. Exploring semantic groups through 
visual approaches. Journal of Biomedical Informatics 36 (2203) 414-432.  
 

7.1 Medication 
This corresponds to the Chemicals and Drugs semantic group pruned by RxNORM 
source. 
 
Attributes ::= span   associatedCode allergy_indicator change_status_model conditional  
dosage_model duration_model  end_date form_model frequency_model generic 
negation_indicator  route_model  start_date  strength_model  subject  
uncertainty_indicator 
 
associatedCode ::= string (RxNORM code; null) 
allergry_indicator ::= instance of allergy_indicator_class (see Medication-related 
attributes) 
change_status_model ::= instance of Status change (see Medication-related attributes) 
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conditional ::= instance of conditional_class (see General attributes) 
dosage_model ::= instance of Dosage (see Medication-related attributes) 
duration_model ::= instance of Duration (see Medication-related attributes) 
end_date ::= instance of Date  (see Medication-related attributes) 
form_model ::= instance of Form (see Medication-related attributes) 
frequency_model ::= instance of Frequency (see Medication-related attributes) 
generic ::= instance of generic_class (see General attributes) 
negation_indicator ::= instance of negation_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
route_model ::= instance of Route (see Medication-related attributes) 
start_date ::= instance of Date  (see Medication-related attributes) 
strength_model ::= instance of Strength (see Medication-related attributes) 
subject ::= instance of Person (see General attributes) 
uncertainty_indicator ::= instance of uncertainty_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
 

7.2 Sign_or_symptom 
This corresponds to the Sign or Symptom semantic group (Bodenrieder and McCray, 
2003). 
Attributes ::= alleviating_factor  associated_code  body_laterality body_location 
body_side conditional course duration end_time exacerbating_factor generic historyOf 
negation_indicator relative_temporal_context severity start_time subject 
uncertainty_indicator 
 
Alleviating_factor ::= instance of manages or treats or prevents (see UMLS Relations) 
associatedCode ::= string (SNOMED CT code, null) 
body_laterality ::= instance of superior_or_inferior or medial_or_lateral or 
distal_or_proximal or dorsal_or_ventral (see General attributes) 
body_location ::= instance of location_of (see UMLS relations) 
body_side ::= instance of body_side_class (see General attributes) 
conditional ::= instance of conditional_class (see General attributes) 
course ::= instance of course_class (see General attributes) 
duration ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
end_time ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
exacerbating_factor ::= instance of complicates or disrupts (see UMLS relations) 
generic ::= instance of generic_class (see General attributes) 
historyOf :: instance of historyOf_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
negation_indicator ::= instance of negation_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
relative_temporal_context ::= instance of TLINK (see ISO TimeML) 
severity ::= instance of degree_of (see UMLS relations) 
start_time ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
subject ::= instance of Person (see General attributes) 
uncertainty_indicator ::= instance of uncertainty_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
 
7.3 Anatomical_site 
This corresponds to the Anatomy semantic group (Bodenrieder and McCray, 2003). 

Comment [Guergana4]: This 
should be changed to TIMEX3

Comment [Guergana5]: This 
should be changed to TIMEX3 
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Attributes ::= associatedCode  conditional  generic  negation_indicator  subject  
uncertainty_indicator 
 
associatedCode ::= string (SNOMED CT code, null) 
conditional ::= instance of conditional_class (see General attributes) 
generic ::= instance of generic_class (see General attributes) 
negation_indicator ::= instance of negation_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
subject ::= instance of subject_class (see General attributes) 
uncertainty_indicator ::= instance of uncertainty_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
 
7.4 Disease_Disorder 
This is the Disorders semantic group minus the Sign or Symptom semantic class 
(Bodenrieder and McCray, 2003). 
 
Attributes ::= alleviating_factor  associated_sign_or_symptom associated_code  
body_laterality body_location body_side conditional course duration end_time 
exacerbating_factor generic historyOf negation_indicator relative_temporal_context 
severity start_time subject uncertainty_indicator 
 
Alleviating_factor ::= instance of manages or treats or prevents (see UMLS relations) 
Associated_sign_or_symptom ::= instance of manifestation_of (see UMLS relations) 
associatedCode ::= string (SNOMED CT code, null) 
body_laterality ::= instance of superior_or_inferior or medial_or_lateral or 
distal_or_proximal or dorsal_or_ventral (see General attributes) 
body_location ::= instance of location_of (see UMLS relations) 
body_side ::= instance of body_side_class (see General attributes) 
conditional ::= instance of conditional_class (see General attributes) 
course ::= instance of course_class (see General attributes) 
duration ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
end_time ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
exacerbating_factor ::= instance of complicates or disrupts (see UMLS relations) 
generic ::= instance of generic_class (see General attributes) 
historyOf :: instance of historyOf_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
negation_indicator ::= instance of negation_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
relative_temporal_context ::= instance of TLINK (see ISO TimeML) 
severity ::= instance of degree_of (see UMLS relations) 
start_time ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
subject ::= instance of Person (see General attributes) 
uncertainty_indicator ::= instance of uncertainty_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
 
7.5 Procedure 
This is the Procedures semantic group (Bodenrieder and McCray, 2003) (without 
Laboratory procedure which is separate, see 6.6) 
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Attributes ::= associated_code  body_laterality body_location body_side conditional 
device duration end_time generic historyOf method negation_indicator 
relative_temporal_context start_time subject uncertainty_indicator 
 
associatedCode ::= string (SNOMED CT or LOINC code, null) 
body_laterality ::= instance of superior_or_inferior or medial_or_lateral or 
distal_or_proximal or dorsal_or_ventral (see General attributes) 
body_location ::= instance of location_of (see UMLS relations) 
body_side ::= instance of body_side_class (see General attributes) 
conditional ::= instance of conditional_class (see General attributes) 
device ::= instance of device_class (see General attributes) 
duration ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
end_time ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
generic ::= instance of generic_class (see General attributes) 
historyOf :: instance of historyOf_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
method ::= instance of method_class (see Method class) 
negation_indicator ::= instance of negation_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
relative_temporal_context ::= instance of TLINK (see ISO TimeML) 
start_time ::= instance of TLink (see ISO TimeML) 
subject ::= instance of Person (see General attributes) 
uncertainty_indicator ::= instance of uncertainty_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
 
7.6 Lab 
This is the Laboratory Procedure semantic type (Bodenrieder and McCray, 2003)  
 
Attributes ::= abnormal_interpretation, associatedCode, conditional, delta_flag, 
estimated_flag, generic, historyOf, lab_value, negation_indicator, ordinal_interpretation, 
reference_range_narrative, subject, uncertainty_indicator 
 
associatedCode ::= string (SNOMED CT or LOINC code; null) 
conditional ::= instance of conditional_class (see General attributes) 
delta_flag ::= instance of delta_flag_indicator 
estimated_flag ::= instance of estimated_flag_indicator 
generic ::= instance of generic_class (see General attributes) 
historyOf ::= instance of historyOf_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
lab_interpretation ::= instance of degree_of 
lab_value ::= instance of result_of 
negation_indicator ::= instance of negation_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
reference_range_narrative ::= instance of reference_range 
subject ::= instance of Person (see General attributes) 
uncertainty_indicator ::= instance of uncertainty_indicator_class (see General attributes) 
 
(deprecated) abnormal_interpretation ::= instance of abnormal_interpretation_indicator 
(deprecated) ordinal_interpretation ::= instance of degree_of 
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8 Sample annotations 
 

EXAMPLES: 
EX 1:  A 76-year-old African American female was admitted to the hospital with a chief 
complaint of fatigue for one month, and shortness of breath (SOB) and dyspnea on 
exertion (DOE) for one week. 
 
In this example the Named Entities would be: 
Fatigue     sign/symptom 
Shortness of breath    sign/symptom 
Dyspnea on exertion    sign/symptom 
 
The General Attribute would be: 
A 76-year-old African American female subject class 
 
The TIMEX3 Attribute would be: 
One month     duration 
One week     duration 
 
Creating a TLINK annotation: 
 
Click on TLINK to create the annotation 
Select “fatigue” for Event class 
Select “one month” for Related to class 
Select “Overlaps” for Relation type 
Click on “fatigue” and fill in the classes 
Click on Relative Temporal Context and select the above TLINK 
Click on Subject class and select “A 76-year-old African American female” 
 
Repeat the process for “shortness of breath” and “dyspnea on exertion” 
 
Populate the CEM general template: 
Fatigue 
Alleviating_factor ::= null 
associatedCode ::= C0015672 
body_laterality ::= null 
body_location ::= null 
body_side ::= null 
conditional ::= false 
course ::= unmarked 
duration ::= overlaps (fatigue, one month) 
end_time ::= null 
exacerbating_factor ::= null 
generic ::= false 
negation_indicator ::= negation_absent 
relative_temporal_context ::= null 
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severity ::= null 
start_time ::= null 
subject ::= (A 76-year-old African American female, patient) 
uncertainty_indicator ::= indicator_absent 
 
 
 
NOTE:  If an Entity is followed by an abbreviation, only annotate the Entity 
 EX: “shortness of breath (SOB)” 
 Annotate “shortness of breath” only 
 
 If there is only an abbreviation for an Entity, then annotate the abbreviation 
 EX: “patient has CHF” 
 Annotate “CHF” (CHF is the abbreviation for Congestive Heart Failure) 
 
 
EX 2:  She was hospitalized with acute GI bleeding 6 months ago and she had both upper 
and lower endoscopies at that time. 
 
In this example the Named Entities would be: 
Bleeding     Disease/Disorder 
GI      anatomical site 
Upper endoscopies    procedure 
Lower endoscopies    procedure 
 
The General Attribute would be: 
She      subject class 
Acute      severity class 
 
The TIMEX3 Attribute would be: 
6 months ago 
 
 
 
Creating a UMLS relation between entities 
 
NOTE: You do not have to span a word or phrase to create this annotation 
 

• Find a pair of named entities that are related within the sentence 
• Determine the best relationship (per UMLS definitions) between the pair of 

named entities 
• Create a relation annotation and fill in the slot values 
• Argument: the first argument of the relation (the phrase to the left of the UMLS 

relation title) 
• Related to: the second argument of the relation (the phrase to the right of the 

UMLS relation title) 
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• Negation indicator: is the relation negated or not 
 
 
Under the UMLS relation header click on location of to create the annotation 
Select “bleeding” for Argument class 
Select “GI” for Related to class 
Under the TimeML header click on TLINK to create annotation 
Select “bleeding” for the Event 
Select “6 months ago” for Related to 
Select “Overlaps” for Relation type 
Click on Body location class and select “bleeding, GI” 
Click on Duration class and select “bleeding, 6months ago, Overlaps” 
Click on Severity class and select “acute, severe” 
Click on Subject class and select “She” 
 
EX 3:  The upper endoscopy showed an angiodysplasia of the the duodenum that was 
treated with bipolar electrocoagulation. 
 
In this example the Named Entities would be: 
Duodenum     anatomical site 
Angiodysplasia    disease/disorder 
Upper endoscopy    procedure 
Electrocoagulation    procedure 
 
 
The Procedure Attribute would be: 
 
Bipolar     method 
 
Under the UMLS relation header click on treats to create the annotation 
Select “electrocoagulation” for Argument class 
Select “angiodysplasia” for Related to class 
Under the UMLS relation header click on location of to create annotation 
Select on “angiodysplasia” for Argument class 
Select “duodenum” for Related to class 
Click on angiodysplasia to fill in classes 
Click on Alleviating factor class and select “electrocoagulation, angiodysplasia”  
Click on Body location class and select duodenum for location 
Click on “electrocoagulation” and fill in method class with bipolar 
 
EX 4:  RBC: 3.83 (Normal Range = 36 to 48): Out of Range 
 
In this example the Named Entity would be: 
 
RBC      lab 
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The Lab Attribute would be: 
 
3.83 value number 
Out of Range     abnormal interpretation indicator 
Normal Range = 36 to 48   reference range 
 
(select “Value” and fill in the “value number” and “value unit” slots) 
 
NOTE:  There will not be a value unit for the majority of the lab results (No span). 
 
 
 
Under the UMLS relation header click on result of to create the annotation: 
 
Select “RBC” for Argument class 
Select “3.83” for related to class 
Under the UMLS relation header click on degree of to create the annotation 
Select “RBC” for Argument class 
Select “Out of Range” for related to class 
Click on “RBC” to fill in the classes 
Click on Abnormal Interpretation class and select “RBC, Out of Range” 
Click on Lab Value class and select “RBC, 3.83” 
Click on Reference Range Narrative class and select “Normal Range=36 to 48 
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9 Questions 
 

1. Difficulty finding LOINC codes for lab test abbreviation. Seems like LOINC has 
low content coverage. Could the CEM team send us their LOINC tables (lab 
procedure and matching code)? 

 
EX:  SGPT, SGOT, Mono, PLT, Bands, PT-INR, ER  etc 
 
A:  Lab CEM team will forward LOINC tables 

 
2. Difficulty finding correct LOINC codes for specific lab tests.   
 
EX:  Baso, ESR, HCT, RDW, C-ERB etc 
 
A:  Lab CEM team will forward LOINC tables 
 
3. How to capture terms like “irregularity” as in “The superficial femoral artery 

shows some mild irregularity distally.” Our proposal is to treat “irregularity” as a 
synonym for “disease” and then populate the disease template. (see q.4) 

 
A:  Sharp team agrees with this proposal 

 
4. How to capture terms like “patent” as in “The popliteal arteries are patent 

bilaterally.”. Our proposal is to treat “patent” as a synonym for “disease” and then 
populate the disease template. 

 
A:  Sharp team agrees with this proposal 

 
5. Do we want to add “bilateral” to body location as in “There are single bilateral 

renal arteries.”? 
 

A:  Bilateral value added to body side class 
 
6. Do we want to add (superior, inferior, distal, proximal etc) as attributes to 

Anatomical sites CEM? Currently they are not. 
 

A:  Superior, inferior, distal etc were added to body laterality class 
 

 
7. Do we want to add multiple classes (left and right) as in “The superficial femoral 

artery shows some mild irregularity distally, slightly greater on the right than on 
the left.” 

 
A:  Create 2 separate annotations if an attribute has 2 values 
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8. Add a value of “no change” to Delta flag? 

 
A:  No change value added to Delta flag class 

 
9. Does “estimated” in the example below map to uncertainty_indicator? 

 
EX: GFR (estimated): 81 
 
A:  Added estimated to lab attributes 

 
10. We need to determine the window for relations and CEM attributes. Initially we 

set it to the sentence but then decided to go beyond the sentence. In the example 
below, the first underlined mention is a disease/disorder with an attribute for the 
alleviating factor filled by the second underlined mention. 

 
EX: A 43-year-old woman was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes mellitus by her family 
physician 3 months before this presentation. Her initial blood glucose was 340 
mg/dL. Glyburide 2.5 mg once daily was prescribed 
 
A:  Will keep relations to single sentences.  Co-ref will link the rest. 
 
11. How to capture ‘trace ketones” in the example below? “urinalysis” is the Lab with 

an ordinal interpretation value of “trace” or “trace kerones”? 
 
EX: Urinalysis showed trace ketones 
 
A:  Urinalysis is the collection of labs.  Ketones is the lab and trace is the ordinal 
interpretation. 
 

 
12. Do we annotate “a lipid profile” separately from the individual tests like the 

example below (of note, the individual tests are captured): 
 

EX: A lipid profile showed a total cholesterol of 261 mg/dL, triglyceride level of 321 
mg/dL, HDL level of 48 mg/dL, and an LDL of 150 mg/dL 

 
A:  We would annotate “lipid profile” separately, along with the individual tests. 

 
13. In the example below, is “without focal changes of atherosclerosis” a course 

attribute normalized to “no change”? 
 

EX: the common femoral artery is pristine without focal changes of atherosclerosis 
 
A: yes, it is course with value “normal” 
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14. What to do with generic time stamps that include date and time, see example 

below? In this example, we create a template for MRA with a relative temporal 
context of the date and time stamp and a start time attribute with the same date 
and time stamp as a value. 

 
EX: ORIGINAL REPORT - 24 Dec 2005  3:41PM   BHM 
MRA of the pelvis and lower extremities from the level of the aortic bifurcation to the 
mid tibia and fibula with contrast 
 

A: yes, both are important to capture 
 
15. In the example below, how do we capture the date of the previous exam and 

relationship? (rec 130) 
 

EX: CT scan of the chest abdomen and pelvis done according to the post 
endovascular graft protocol is compared to the prior study dated 8/4/2009 
 

A:  TIMEX3 for 8/4/2009 
  Procedure for CT scan 
  BEFORE (8/4/2009, CT scan) 
If the two procedures are described, create two separate templates for each procedure 
 

16. Currently we do not have a location for “ascending” or “descending” as in the 
example below 

 
EX:  The a ascending thoracic aorta measures 4.6 cm as measured on image 140 of 
series 5. The arch and descending thoracic aorta are of normal caliber.  (rec 130) 
 

A:  
 
Is it appropriate to use Distal for “descending” and Proximal for “ascending”?  A 
similar example is  
 
EX:  she had both upper and lower endoscopies at that time.  I used Proximal for the 
upper endoscopy and Distal for the lower endoscopy in our previous pilot 
annotation. (clinicalcases.org_fatigue-for-1-month-for-severe.txt) 
 

A: two separate codes and templates for upper endoscopy and lower endoscopy. 
 
17. We currently don’t capture “postoperative changes” or “S/P” for status post.  Do 

we want to have that information? 
 

EX:  Postoperative changes compatible to patient's cystoprostatectomy and ileal 
neobladder formation 
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EX:  s/p endovascularrepair of AAA or f/p postprocedural 
 

A: working on a solution, 6/6/2011 
 
18. In the example below, how do we want to capture the measurement of an artery?   

 
EX:  The a ascending thoracic aorta measures 4.6 cm as measured on image 140 of 
series 5.  (rec 130) 
 

A: need to check with the CEM team about quantitative results (6/6/2011) 
 

 
19. Medication – Do we want to annotate both the Trade name and Generic name? 

EX: ipratropium (Atrovent) 
 

No CUI for both together 
RXNORM has a CUI for Ipratropium (C0027235) 
RXNORM has a CUI for Atrovent (C0591130) 

 
20. Clarification of body location for upper and lower 

 
EX:  “Upper and lower endoscopies” 

Upper endoscopy = proximal 
Lower endoscopy = distal 
 

21. Disjoint spans 
 

EX: “angiodysplasia of the the duodenum” 
Angiodysplasia or 
Angiodysplasia >of the< duodenum 
 
EX:  “Upper and lower endoscopies” 

Upper >and lower< endoscopy 
Lower endoscopy 

 
22. Annotate the longest span 

 
EX:  “bipolar electrocoagulation” 

No CUI for bipolar electrocoagulation 
Electrocoagulation (CUI C0013804) and bipolar as method 

 
 

23. How to annotate section headings? 
 Example: 
             Past medical history: 
                Disease Y 
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                Disease X 
A: EVENT of medical history 
     BEFORE (medical history, disease X) 
 

 
24. How to capture enumerated lists? 
Example: 
            Medications 

                    Digoxin, FeSO4 
   Lasix (furosemide) 40 mg po qd 

Imdur (isosorbide mononitrate) 30 mg po qd 
Protonix (pantoprazole) 40 mg po qd 
Coumadin (warfarin) 3 mg po QD. 

 
Allergies 

Sulfa, atorvastatin (Lipitor), simvastatin (Zocor), ipratropium (Atrovent) 
and penicillin. 

 
Physical examination 

VS 36.7-78-16-131/63. 
Pale conjunctivae. 
Chest: CTA (B). 
CVS: 2/6 systolic murmur at LSB, metallic click. 
Abdomen: Soft, +BS, NT. 
Rectal exam: brown stool, sent for fecal occult blood testing (FOBT). 
Extremities: no edema 

 
 A: treat each item in the list as a separate paragraph. 
 

10 To do 
o Annotation guidelines for Device and Method 

o “rescue inhaler” is a device 
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